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ABSTRACT 
A new method for finding eigenpairs of any symmetric definite matrix pencil is 
proposed. It is a modification of the well-known Rayleigh quotient iteration. It 
circumvents a drawback of that method, i.e., its nonconvergence or slow convergence 
for poor initial vectors. The global convergence and cubic convergence rate of the 
new method are proved. Its efficiency is also demonstrated by numerical results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The symmetric positive definite generalized eigenvalue problems 
Ax = hBx, (1) 
where A is an n X n real symmetric matrix and B is an n X n real symmetric 
positive definite matrix, often arise from practical problems, e.g., vibration 
problems. We call X the eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (A, B), and x the 
eigenvector corresponding to X. A well-known method to solve this problem, 
which is referred to as Rayleigh quotient iteration, is listed below; see [l, 
p. 317; 5, p. 3191. 
1. Choose an initial vector x1, llxllj = 1; 1 --+ k. 
2. Calculate pk = (Ax,, xk)/( Bx,, xk). Solve the system of linear equa- 
tions for Zk+, 
(A-@)z~+~= Bx,. 
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3. If 11 zk + ,I[ is large enough, go to step 4; otherwise 
k+l+k; go to step 2. 
4. (pk, xk) is the approximate eigenpair of (A, B). 
Hereafter the inner product ( *, .) and norm 11 11 are both Euclidean. 
The Rayleigh quotient iteration retains the structure of matrices A and B. 
Therefore sparsity can be utilized. When the initial vector x1 is good, this 
method converges very quickly. The convergence rate is cubic. But there do 
exist cases where it does not converge or converges very slowly. We can see 
this in an example in Section 2. There is no convergence theorem for 
Rayleigh quotient iteration. In this paper we modify Rayleigh quotient 
iteration so that the modified methods converge globally and at the same 
time the convergence rates are at least cubic. We refer to these modified 
methods as MRQI. We also obtain a convergence theorem and an error 
estimate for the approximate eigenpair (pk, xk). 
In Section 2, we propose the algorithm MRQI and a basic theorem. Some 
numerical results are presented in Section 2 to show the efficiency of MRQI. 
We prove the basic theorem in Section 3. 
2. MRQI AND THE BASIC THEOREM 
Let A be an n X n real symmetric matrix, and B be an n X n real 
symmetric positive definite matrix. Consider the generalized eigenvalue 
problem 
Ax = ABx. (1) 
It is well known that (1) has n real eigenvalues Xi, i = 1,. . . , n. Here we 
assume X,<X,< ..- < X,. The corresponding eigenvectors are denoted as 
air 2 a,...> z “. In addition, we assume 
(Bz,, Zj) = s,,, 
i.e., { z~} forms a R-orthogonal basis of R”. 
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In order to find the eigenpair (Xi, zi), we propose the following MRQI 
algorithm. 
ALGORITHM I. 
1. Choose an initial vector x1, (Bx,, xl) = 1; 14 k. 
2. Calculate pk = (Ax,, xk). Solve 
Bd, = Ax, - pkBx,. 
Cakubte a,=(Adk,dk)/(Bdk,dk). 
3. If (Bd,,d,) < E, g0 t0 Step 5. 
4. hhk&! A = (ak - &.)/2 and 
‘dk = pk - sign(A) 
(%dd 
(A)+ \I- ’ 
Solve 
(A - W&X,+, = 7BXk, 
where r is a number chosen so as to make 
(&+I> Xk+l) = 1 and (B+ Xk+l) 2 0. 
k + 1+ k; go to 2. 
5. (pk. xk) is an approximate eigenpair; stop. 
If we choose E = 0 and assume akr k = 1,2,. . . , are not eigenvalues of 
(A, B), we can compute the sequence {(Pk, xk)}y by Algorithm I. 
BASIC THEOREM. For any initial vector x1, (Bx,, xl) = 1. Zf ok, k = 
1,2,..., are not eigenvalues of (A, B), then: 
1. lim k+,(Bd,, dk) = 0, ad 
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2. lim k _ m pk = Ail, where Ai, is one eigenvalue of (A, B). Zf we denote 
by A jCk, the eigenvalue of (A, B) nearest to pk, then 
IXjCkj-pk)<min (Bd,,d,,‘.‘Bd::rl,)) 
i 
where uk = minx z x 
’ 3. lim 
,+,lhi - pkl. When k is large enough, hi, = XjCkj. 
k+mXk=Zil> where zi, is the eigenvector corresponding to Ail. 
Moreover ( Bzil, zil) = 1. We have 
,sine , (Bdk,dk)“2 
k< 
qk 
where qk = min x, tX,,IXi - pkl, and pi is the SmdeSt eigenvalue of B. 
This theorem will be proved in next section. 
REMARK 1. If wk is an eigenvalue of (A, B), then xk + 1 is the approxi- 
mate eigenvector in practical computation. In this case, (Bd,,,, dk, 1) must 
be very small. Therefore, (pk+i, xk+i) is the approximate eigenpair. 
REMARK 2. Step 4 in Algorithm I is the inverse iteration. Instead of 
taking pk as the shift as in Rayleigh quotient iteration, we choose ok as the 
shift for MRQI. This is the reason why we call our method modified Rayleigh 
quotient iteration. 
REMARK 3. To reduce the cost of MRQI, we store the factorized form of 
B, i.e., the lower triangle and upper triangle of the LU decomposition of B. 
The extra cost for the solution of the linear systems in step 2 is negligible 
compared with that for the solution of linear systems in step 4, which is also 
needed in Rayleigh quotient iteration. 
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When we need to compute more than one eigenpair of (A, B), we have 
the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM II. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Choose xi, (Bx,, xi) = 1; 1 + i. 
14 k. 
Calculate pk = (Ax,, xk). Solve 
Bd, = Ax, - ,+Bx,. 
Calculate uk = (Ad,, dk)/( Bd,, dk). 
If (Bd,, dk) -c E go to step 6. 
Calculate A = (uk - pk)/2 and 
wk = pk - sign(A) 
(Bd,, dk) 
IAl+ /+ ’ 
Solve 
(A - c+B)x~+~= 7Bxk, 
where r is chosen so as to make 
(Bx,,x,)=l and (Bx,+,,xk)>O. 
k + 1 -+ k; go to step 3. 
6. (Pk, yi) = (pk, rk) is the ith approximate eigenpair of (A, B). If i = m, 
stop; otherwise, choose a new vector y, and compute the new initial 
vector xi as 
x11= y - i cjyj 
j=l 
where cj = (By, yj), j = 1,. . . ,i. If x”i # 0, take xi = cx”, which satisfies 
(Bx,, x1) = 1; i + 1 + i; go to step 2. Otherwise, choose another vector y; 
again compute the initial vector xi by the same process. 
REMARK 4. Algorithm II computes m eigenpairs of (A, B). 
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1 3 4 1 11 
2.1 7 3 6.3 
A= 3 3.5 6 1 , 4 8 Symm . 1 i 4 -1 -1 0 -1 7 0 -2 -1 B= 3 -1 0 
9 -3 
Symm. 6.5 
We compute all eigenpairs of (A, B) by Algorithm II and list the results 
below: 
X, = - 1.7412895, x, = - 0.9853912, 
ha = 0.2267455, A, = 0.2697041, 
X, = 13.5032461. 
The corresponding eigenvectors are 
zi = ( - 0.2892533, - 0.0081512, - 0.1143412, - 0.0147079,0.279432)T, 
z2 = (0.0470529,0.2732705, - 0.39938f38,0.0375245,0.0382863)T, 
zs = ( - 0.1376874,0.1914548,0.2426654, - 0.1408566, - 0.1327007)T, 
zq = ( - 0.2648449,0.0541929,0.0408549,0.2657377, - 0.0566337)T, 
zg = (O.3855991,O.2646692,O.4lO3834,O.2753487,O.35l6O49)T. 
In many software packages {for example the routine EIGZS in the IMSL 
package), this definite generalized eigenvalue problem is transformed into 
standard eigenvalue problem by means of Cholesky factorization of the 
positive definite matrix B. Methods based on factorization destroy the 
structure of the matrices A and B, so they can not utilize spar&y of A and 
B. On the contrary, MRQI does not destroy the structure of A and B. It is 
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even more efficient when both A and B are sparse matrices. We can see this 
in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
A= 
B= 
1 2 3 
2 3 4 
3 . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 100 
* 100 
Symm. 100 
6 -1 -1 
7 -1 .*. 
. 8 . - -1 
. . . -1 
Symm . 105 
We computed all eigenpairs of this problem by MRQI and EIGZS respec- 
tively on the Honewell DPSS computer. It cost 0.2647766 X 10-l CPU hours 
to run a code for MRQI, whereas it cost 0.33972 X 10-i CPU hours to run 
EIGZS. The difference of CPU time between MRQI and EIGZS increases 
with n. 
EXAMPLE 3. In Reference [4], Li and Rhee proposed a homotopy 
algorithm to compute all eigenvahies of the symmetric tridiagonal matrix as 
listed in Table 1 (when B = I). For a homotopy algorithm one needs to solve 
linear systems such as that appearing at step 3 of MRQI a number of times. 
In Table 2, we compare the numbers of times these systems had to be solved 
for computing all the eigenvalues by various methods. 
EXAMPLE 4. In Table 3 we give an example to show that the Rayleigh 
quotient iteration converges very slowly for certain initial vectors. The 
symmetric tridiagonal matrix is the same as in Example 3. The initial vector is 
xi = (0.11482345 - 066534155 0.04742620 - 0.04767902 - 0.01355686 
0.07597307 - 0.22031045 - 0.13380648 0.48749217 0.73066570 
0.30980320 0.19241876 0.03222235 - 0.00804191) for both RQI and 
MRQI. 
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i a, 
TABLE 1 
P, Eigenvalue 
1 .25000000 .ooooOoooo 0.06437991 
2 .76849 1173 .15366 0746 0.07359712 
3 .919556756 .46726 0328 0.08422 527 
4 23093 8895 .119256498 0.09720 922 
5 .133053788 .08076 3539 0.10321576 
6 .22254 9575 .03394 7196 0.12278752 
7 .116127856 .03609 0904 0.14342288 
8 .12033 9373 .03502 2375 0.16632460 
9 .123719912 .029157561 0.17130756 
10 .12856 1407 .037453705 0.17735634 
11 .10766 8089 .016090599 0.23163948 
12 .13703 9203 .02382 6467 0.26773329 
13 .13805 7030 .02946 8449 0.46276 620 
14 .10379 6943 03764 6394 1.33403 484 
TABLE 2 
No. of times 
i Homotopy RQI MRQI 
1 5 1 1 
2 6 4 3 
3 9 2 3 
4 10 5 3 
5 5 5 4 
6 5 2 2 
7 4 6 3 
8 4 3 4 
9 7 4 4 
10 7 5 3 
11 7 6 3 
12 6 3 3 
13 2 3 1 
14 1 4 2 
Total 78 53 39 
Algorithm 
RQI 
MRQI 
TABLE 3 
Steps of iter. 
- 17 
2 
Eigenvalue 
.14342288 
.14342 88 
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3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 
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Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Ax = XBx. 
Since B is a symmetric positive definite matrix, B’/’ exists. The generalized 
eigenvalue problem is equivalent to 
B- ‘/2AB- 1/2B’4 = AB’&, 
Denoting ? = B ‘/2x, A = BP ‘j2AB- ‘12, we obtain the equivalent ordinary 
eigenvalue problem 
Aa = xi!. (2) 
In (2) let the eigenvalues by Xi, h,,. . . , A,, which are the same as those in 
(l), and correspond to unit eigenvectors Z,, Z,, . . . , Z,, respectively. We 
consider the following algorithm for the problem (2): 
ALGORITHM III. 
1. Choose the initial vector ci, Ilf,ll = 1; 1 + k. 
2. Calculate 
z,= AY,,Y, ( - ), 
Gk=fik-sign(d) 
bt 
IQ+ J_ 
3. Solve 
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where ? is a number chosen so as to make 
4. If b, < E, go to set 5; otherwise 
k+l+k; go to step 2. 
5. ( Fk, Sk) is the approximate eigenpair of A; stop. 
Given xi, if no ok is an eigenvalue of (A, I?), we can compute a sequence 
{(p,, xk)} by AJgorithm I for the generalized problem (1). If no ~3~ is an 
eigenvalue of A and E = 0, then from Algorithm III we have a sequence 
{(fik,Zk)}. There are some relations between {(&, Ck)} and {(p,, xk)}. We 
give the following lemma without proof, for brevity. 
LEMMA 1. In Algorithm III, if f1 = B’%l, assume that uk are not 
eigenvalues of (A, B). Then 
d k = B-‘/2r ky fik=Pk, Ck = B”‘x,. (3) 
Therefore, proving the convergence of the sequence {(ok, xk)} produced 
by Algorithm I reduces to proving the convergence of the sequence { (&, x”k)} 
produced by Algorithm III. 
Now let us prove the convergence of {( fik, 1c”k)). 
For the initial vector x”r in Algorithm III, there exists an orthogonal 
matrix 
w= [x”,,s,,...,s,l, (4) 
with f, as its first column, such that 
WTA”W=T,, 
where Tl is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. In fact, this is the Lanczos 
tridiagonalization. To explore the relations between Algorithm III and the 
QL algorithm, we compute Tk by the following QL algorithm with shifts 3, 
(see [S, p. 1401): 
Tk - &?,I = QkLk, 
T k+l = LkQk + 5,Z, 
(5) 
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where Qk is an orthonormal matrix and 
Denote 
Tk = 
PAL’ 
. . 
. . 
L 
Qk= [Q~~‘,Q~~),...,~~~‘], 
L,= (I$‘). 
L, is a lower triangular matrix. 
P’k_’ n 1 
B’k’ nl n, 
I!+’ . . , n, and the sign of 1’1:) be such that 41:) > 0, i.e., the 
first tompohent of 
is nonnegative; here ti”) is the first column of Tk - ijkz. Under this rule, if Tk 
is irreducible, then the decomposition of (5) is unique too. 
LEMMA 2. Zf we denote 
P,=W, 
'k = WQ,Qz - * . Qk Y k=l2 , ,...> 
and rw 6, is an eigenVahe Of A, then: 
1. fip, = PkTk+l. 
2. Let Pk = [sjk+l’, s&~+?..., sik+l)]; then 
(k+l)_ - 
Sl - xk+l, s&k+l)= + yk+l. 
3. ck = alk); CT, = aLk); b, = I&k)l. 
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Proof. 1: Since Tl = WTA”W, we have AW = WT, i.e., 
AP, = P,T. 
It is easy to see 
T k + I = QkTQkT- 1. . . Q~‘?QIQ~. I. Qk 
= P,TAP,. 
Hence, we have 
,!& = PkTk+,. 
3: From the QL process, we get 
i.e., 
(iLz,z)wq, (l) = l\i)We, = $)c,. 
The sign of I\\’ makes 9’1:’ > 0, so 
(Wq:“, x,) = (9(11’, WP, ) = ( 9i1’, e,) = 9$ 2 0. 
Since 5, is not an eigenvalue of A, we have 
I.e., 
W9, (1) = cz, 
P,e, = C2. 
By induction, we can prove 
Pke, = si”+“= x”k+l. 
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From 
APk-I= Pk-Jk 
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(6) 
Comparing the first columns of the two sides of (6), we obtain 
Al?, = x”&’ + S&yqk). 
Taking the inner product with zk, we have 
(A?,, fk) = cq), 
(7) 
I.e., 
and 
Hence 
if p Ck) > 0, 
tjk if pik) < 0. 
Comparing the second columns of the two sides of (6), we get 
A@) = p[k$, + &‘@’ + p$k)s&Q. 
Taking the inner product with sLk’, we have 
&’ = A”#, $)) ( 
=(&,,!,k)=a”k* 
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THEOREM 1. In Algorithm III, if no 3, is an eigenvalzre of A, then: 
1. b, = ljrkll + 0 and bk+l = Mkb,3c,2/Iak - ~5~1, where lMkl G const. 
2. limk,, fik = h,,, where Xi1 is one eigenvalue of A. Zf A j(k, is the 
eigenvalue of A: nearest to &, then 
)Xjck)--fik)<min bk,$ , i I 
where uk = minx tX ,,Jhi - fikl. When k is large enough, 
A j(k) = ‘il. 
3. lim k _ m xlk = Zil, where Zi, is the unit eigenvector of A corresponding 
to hi,. Denote (zil, Sk) = cos 8,; then 
Isine, G bk/vk, 
where 
Proof. 1: By Lemma 2, we know bk = cyik’, Zk = ai.‘, b, = IPik’l, and SO 
5, = @’ - sign( Ak) 
p{k)” 
IAkl+ /+ ’ 
where A, = ( CY~ ck)- aik))/2. The shift L3, is exactly Wilkinson’s shift for the 
shifted QL algorithm. By the results of Wilkinson [6], the element fiik’ of Tk 
converges to zero for any T,, i.e., b, converges to zero. It can be shown that 
A P,“p,” 
h= MkI,, _ wkl ’ 
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where p^, = plk+i), p, = plk), & = jjhk), and (us = cwbk), and where ]Mk( d 
const; see [2]. Therefore we obtain the result 
b 
b;ck” 
ktl = M, 
lck - Oki ’ 
ck=&* 
2: According to Theorem 2 of Reference [2], we know that for any shift 
sequence { &k }, if fii + 0 and (pi - &k + 0, then cuik’ + h,i, where A,, is the 
eigenvalue of Tl. For Wilkinson’s shift, it has been shown that /3i + 0 and 
]oi - G)k] < pik’ + 0. Therefore we have 
i.e., 
On the other hand, fik is the Rayleigh quotient of A with 2,. From the 
equality 
we know there exists at least one eigenvalue X jCkj such that 
see [5, p. 2221. 
Since fik -+ h,i, we know that Xi, is the eigenvalue nearest to j?ik, 
provided k is large enough. Hence xi, = Xi(k). 
3: Denote 
2, = glzil+ c tpzi. 
Ai #hi, 
If the multiplicity of Xi, is larger than one, the unit vector Zil is the linear 
combination of the eigenvectors corresponding to Xi,. 
80 
It is easy to see 
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In general we have 
On the other hand, 
-^ -- 
T’, = AX, - pkxk 
/(rkl(2=g~(X,l-$k)2+ C hik”(Xi- 6,)“. 
A, + A,, 
Denote qk = min A, + A,, Ibk - ‘iI; then 
lim *rlk = IXi, - Xi1 = 0, > 0. 
k+m 
For the sake of convenience, we denote 
Z* = C hlk"= (sinBk)2. 
A, + A,, 
Since l(rkl12>, $Z*, we have 
[sine,1 < t. 
From Ilr,ll-+ 0 and g, = cos B,, we know 
z* = (1 - g,z) --, 0, 
(8) 
i.e., 
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By (8), we have 
IIZk - ZiJ2 = (1 - gJ+ z* 
= 2(1- gk). 
In order to prove the convergence of i,, we notice 
The first term of the right side of the above equality dominates when k is 
large enough. Since (zk+,, fk) > 0, gk and gk_cl must be of the same sign. 
Without the loss of generality, we assume gk > 0. From 
t1 - gk)(l+ gk) = ’ - gk” 
we get 
bB 
OG1-gkG (I+gk)9y 
i.e., 
82 
Since g, = cos 6, = (Sk, lil), we have 
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lIzi - ‘kll G 
At the same time 
As b, -+ 0, we have sinok -+ 0, i.e., cos 8, + 1; hence we deduce Ck -+ Zil. n 
COROLLARY 1. lfforsome k 
where ~,=min(lA~~_l-Xill,Ihil+l-Xill), then 
‘il= A j(k) and qk=(Tk. 
Proof. Since lik - Xj(k)j < jlrkl\ and gi(fik - xi1)2 Q j)rk112, we know 
Therefore 
IX,, - x j(k)1 < lxi1 - dkl+ IP”k - A j(k)\ 
The last inequality indicates 
A j(k) = xil* 
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Hence 
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nk = uk* l 
For the QL algorithm with Wilkinson’s shift, [7, 81 gave a proof of that in 
almost any Ase & + 0. We give the results as follows: 
LEMMA 3. Let 
T= 
a1 Pl 
0, a2 P2 
. . 
0 
0 
. . 
P”-1 
Pn-1 an 
be an n X n irreducible symmetric tridiagonal matrix, and A,, A,,..., A, be 
its eigenualues corresponding to eigenoectors sl, s2,. . . , snr respectioely. Let 
(il,i2,..., i,) be an arbitmy permutation of (1,2,. . . , n). Then every princi- 
pal mirwr determinant of the matrix [si,, sip,. . . , sinI is rwnzero. 
Proof. Let Qt, = [Si,, si, ,..., sin], and a2, be its k X k principal subma- 
trix, k=1,2 ,..., n. By Paige’s formula [5], Q, = sli, + 0. Therefore det(S2,) # 
0. By induction, if det(Qk)#O, k=l,2,...,m, we prove det(C&,+,)#O as 
follows. If on the contrary det(Q2,+ i) = 0, there exists a nonzero vector 
p=(~~,~~,...,p,,~+~)~suchthat 
%+,P = 0. (9) 
Without loss of generality, let p,,,, 1 = - 1, and slk) be a k-vector obtained by 
cutting off sj’s last n - k components. 
Now, (9) can be written as 
F pjsi;+l) = sp;? 
j-l 
(10) 
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Obviously, 
c p&Q = sj,::‘,. 
j=l 
(11) 
Let T,,, be an m X m principal submatrix of 2”. Left-multiplying (10) by 
an m X (m + 1) matrix, 
we have 
c ~~G”,.si:“+~’ = G,,,s;J;i: ‘). 
j=l 
Since 
G,,,s~+~) = X,s~‘, 
by (12) 
(12) 
(13) 
From (11) and (13), 
c Pj( xi, - &,,,+,)sy = 0. 
j=l 
(14) 
But Xi, - Xi,,,+, # 0, so (14) contradicts det(Q2,,) f 0, and so proves 
det( S2 ,,r+J#O. n 
THEOREM 2. In the QL process (5), suppose the shift 6, is Wilkinson’s 
shift and no ~2~ is an eigenvalue of Tl. Let Ai, be the limit of ajk), and the 
permutation (i,, i,, . . . , i,) be defined as follows: 
0 = l/Ii,- Ai,1 < IXi2- Ai,l < lxi,3- Aill f ’ . ’ G lxin- xi,l. 
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Zf the condition 
holds, then /3$“’ + 0. 
Proof. From (5), 
T k + 1= QkTT&k and fi (T,-Gj) =Qk&, 
j=l 
(15) 
where 
Lk = LkLk_, . . . L,. 
Every diagonal element of ik, except the first one rrr, is positive. When 
rrr < 0, set D = diag( - 1 .I); when fr, > 0, set D = 1. So we get 
i_I (Tl- Gj) =(QkD)(D’k)> 
j=l 
which is QL decomposition in the common sense, that is, every diagonal 
element of DLk is positive. We know that such a decomposition is unique. 
Let the Jordan decomposition of the matrix T, be 
T1=Sdiag(Xi,,hi, ,..., Xi,)Sr. 
Therefore. 
fi (T,-Gj)=Sdiag 
j=l 
jfil(hi,-Gj)>.**> fi (h,-‘j))sT 
j=l 
= SA,ST, 
where 
A,=diag Ifir(Ai,-ojj),..., 
i 
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If Gj is Wilkinson’s shift, we have Gj -+ Xi,, so when j is large enough, 
lhi,-ijj)<lhi2-cSjl<IXi3-ijjld .*. ,<Jxi,-Gjl 
and 
Ihi,-cSjl < lhiz-‘jl 
lhiz --Gil lhi+jjl G7f11a 
Set 7::) = n;,,(Ai,,,- Gj), m = 1,2,.. ., n. We have 
and generally, 
By Lemma 3, the Crout decomposition of the matrix S exists: 
S=LR, 
where L is a lower triangular matrix and R is a upper unit triangular matrix. 
Therefore, ST = S’ = R-‘L-’ and 
fi (T, - “j) = SA,S-’ = SA,R-‘A;‘&L-‘. 
j - 1 
Obviously, 
A,R-‘A;‘+ I2 
[ 
’ 
0 I Z,_,+E ’ 
where E is a strict upper triangular matrix whose nonzero elements appear 
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only in the upper diagonal part, Denote the QL decomposition of the matrix 
A,R-‘A;’ by 
where every diagonal element of 2, is positive. Then, 
and 
where &Ak L -’ is a lower triangular matrix. If not all the diagonal elements 
of ik A, L-’ are positive, left-multiply it by a diagonal matrix D, whose 
norm of every diagonal element is equal to 1, so that every diagonal element ,. 
of matrix D,L,A,L-’ is positive. Then 
fi (T,-(s~)=(s&D~~)(DJ,A~L-~) 
j-1 
is a QL decomposition, and 
SokD;‘= QkD, ok = S&D,‘D, 
/Xj” + I) = e,‘Tk + le3 = el@Tx&e3, 
’ 0 \ 
0 
&e3 = Sok Dk ‘De, + S 
fl 
0 + * si,. 
to, 
Similarly, 
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We conclude that 
@Sk+ 1) -+ + s;Tlsi3 = 0. n 
By Theorem 2, we know that in almost every case pa tends to zero. 
In Reference [2], the author gave the following result. 
LEMMAS. In the QL algorithm with shift { Ek}, if filk’ + 0, cyik’ - Ek + 
0, and /3$“) + 0, then 
aik) + xi, and LxL~) + Xi2 
where A,, and hi, are two eigenvalues of T,. Zf /?i’) # 0, then they are 
different. 
According to the above results, we have the following corollary for MRQI. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf C, is not an eigenvector of d and the eigenvalues of a 
satisfy 
then b, in Theorem 1 satisfy 
b k+l = ti,b;ck” 
and ck + 0, where \$I < const. 
Proof. By the assumptions and The_orem 2, we have /?a + 0; hence 
ck + 0. Since S5, is not an eigenvector of A, we have pi’) # 0 and o(z1() + Aiz, 
where X i2 # Xi,. Therefore 
It follows that 
a”, - Ok+Xi2-hil#0. 
b3c2 
b k+l=“k,dk~:k, = &j bsC2 k k k> 
where l$kl < const. 
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This corollary indicates that the convergence rate of Algorithm III is at 
least cubic in most cases. 
If the eigenvalue Xii is the smallest or the largest eigenvalue of A, then 
(15) is trivially satisfied. For some matrices whose eigenvalues do not satisfy 
(15) whether the convergence rate is still cubic is an unsolved problem. 
Now we write out the proof of the basic theorem. 
1: By Theorem 1, for the sequence {($,, fk)}, we have 
b3c2 
b, = llrkll + 0 and bk+l = M, 
la’, “L,, . 
Equivalently, 
Wk, 1, d,+A=K 
W,, dd3 
Ia, - Wk12 ’
where lMkl < const. 
2: lim k+mPk=limk,, pk = Air, where hi, is an eigenvalue of d, i.e., 
Xi, is an eigenvalue of (A, B). If XjCkj is the eigenvalue of A’ nearest to ck, 
from 
we have 
where ok = min h,+XiCkJXi - pkl. When k is large enough, XjCkj = Xi,. 
3: lim k_oo f, = Zii, where Zi, is the corresponding eigenvector of A. 
Since Zk = B’/‘x,, we have 
90 
From 
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we deduce 
B-‘/2AB-‘/2z, 
I1 = A. B’12z. rl 11) 
i.e., 
Aq, = XilBzil. 
Therefore z i, is the eigenvector of (A, B) corresponding to hi,. 
Since ( Zil, .Zil) = 1, i.e., ( Bzil, .zil) = 1, denoting ( .Zil, lck) = cos 8, = 
(Bx,, zil), by Theorem 1 we have 
llfk - %I1 G 
2 bk d - l+ lcos 8,( 7)7k ’ 
where vk = minx, + A , Pk 1 - Ail, Rewrite (16) as 
I(B1’2Xk - B1'2~iJ < 
2 b, J - l+ lcos 8,1 vk ’ 
Since 
11 B”2Xk - B1’%i1112 = (B( Xk - Zil)> xk - zil) 
we have 
(16) 
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Finally, by Theorem 2, we obtain 
91 
,sinB , < II?11 5 _ Wk.dkY2 - - 
k ’ ?k qk qk . 
We have finished the proof of the basic theorem. 
The author would like to thank Mr. Zhang Guodong for his help in a lot 
of numerical tests. 
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